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AXIS™
Image Management Done Right

Reliability
You can count on Axis™ to be a workhorse day  
after day without fail – see what a difference our  
rock-solid platform makes.

Speed
Images delivered across the web with blazing  
speed, available the moment you need them.

Connectivity
Easily manage all images from any device regardless 
of modality, manufacturer, or location… OCT,  
photography, visual fields, ultrasound, and more.

Conversion
If your current image management system is  
not meeting your needs you can seamlessly  
convert to Axis™.
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Reliability
Designed from the ground up using the latest generation web tools and an efficient and 
powerful database engine, the architecture of AXIS™ is exceedingly robust to ensure continual 
performance. We invite you to speak with many of our satisfied customers who have 
experienced the difference in reliability that AXIS™ represents.

Speed
The same architecture that makes AXIS™ extremely reliable is also the key to what makes 
AXIS™ significantly faster than other image management systems. Our use of image pushing 
makes them immediately available without having to wait for excessive download queues.

Connectivity
Easily manage all images from any diagnostic device, regardless of modality, manufacturer, or 
location. OCT, fundus imaging, slit lamp photography, visual fields, ultrasound, and more.

AXIS™ is accessible via any standard web browser – such as Microsoft Internet Explorer, 
Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Apple Safari – and on devices such as a PC, Mac, iPhone, 
iPad or other tablet PC. This means you can access patient records from any computer via a 
high-speed Internet connection – in your main office, exam room, laser room, remote office, 
home, or on the road.

AXIS™ seamlessly integrates diagnostic results with EMRs via our Direct Access option 
or HL7. HIPAA compliance is ensured with secure access control, data encryption, system 
security, and user access auditing.

Conversion
The benefits of AXIS™ are numerous, from faster image availability to increased reliability 
to significantly lower cost of ownership. If your current image management system is not 
meeting your needs, you can seamlessly convert to AXIS™, retaining patient records and 
archived images. Getting started is easy – just contact us to find out how.
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